
 

 
ACTIVE PILOTING COURSE 

 
Active paramotoring piloting course with Ramón Morillas 

 
 
Come to Bornos active.  Learn to control your paraglider with handle and throttle throughout basic 
acrobatic maneuvers. Fly safer and drive your wing wherever you want to go. Increase your level of 
flying and also spend a great weekend sharing with Ramón the course and experiances in this 
wonderfull place. Bornos Andalucia. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
We provide security boat and lift towing systems, acomodation, restaurants and other activities for our 
companions. Reserve now limited places. 
 
For further information ramon@draconexion.com  0034 666 52 25 27. 
 
 
Progression in the tecneques in paramotor flights and initiate active piloting. 
In this course Ramon will first find your level and from that moment we will head towards the flight 
techniques, use of the machine and other areal questions. 
Removing doubts and bad habits, with the active pilot you start with what we call active pilot your 
paraglider, by which basic acrobatic techiques you will learn to control your wing and the necessary 
touch to pilot it in turbulant conditions, in a fun and exciting way.  
 
Come to the BAHIA to have a great time and learn with one of the greatest pilots in the history of 
Powered Paragliding.  
 
Summory of the course: 
 
The Aim of this course is; throughout training basic acrobatic techiques make the student learn to 
control the wings movement, and so, Little by Little the student will have the necessary touch in every 
possible risky condition, both in turbulent conditions just to increase your piloting level periodically 
training these tricks.  
 
On the paramotor flight, we manage using the throtle, control or stop unwanted movements as well as 
accompany  in dynamic maneuvers enphasizing the energy using the power of the engine. 
 
It’s also important to specify what we call conducted turns, as engine torque and propeller help us or 
impede us on our turn depending on the way we’re turning. In this course we will be able to 
experiment the feeling of piloting our glider where we want to avoiding to slide or skid. 
 
Some other maneuvers we can higlight are the  wingovers the dolhpins, spins and others. The course 
takes place over water, specificly at the lake of Bornos, where the company “BORNOS ACTIVO” who 
give us the secure boat support and tow lifts, as well as classrooms for our theoretical and video 
projection classes, they also dispose of camping, restaurant and cottages. 
 
The length of the course is 3 days plus 1 in case of bad weather, depeding of the their  level the 
participants will do a tándem flight with Ramon Morillas where they will go over some of the 
excercises. Besides the excercises with the motor, there is the possiblity of training excercises with a 
higher level of technique by towed flights. 
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